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Dami Olonisakin commonly known as ‘Oloni’ is a journalist from London and has
been blogging for over 7 years on www.simplyoloni.blogspot.co.uk.
She has worked for different magazines such as Black Beauty and Hair to
Cosmopolitan and has even been nominated for the Cosmo Blog Awards this year
for the Best Sex and Relationships blog.
She writes about almost everything, but specialises in relationships and lifestyle.
Due to the success of her blog she has chosen to expand Simply Oloni by creating
an online women’s platform for relationships, fashion, beauty and lifestyle, which
will be coming soon to www.simplyoloni.com where she will be the Editor-in
Chief.
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The Number Between Her Legs discusses some of the issues women
face when exploring their sexuality.

Why are women being slut-shamed for having consensual sex with a
number of men?

Why has society told us that having a lot of sex is only acceptable if
you’re male?
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THE NUMBER BETWEEN HER LEGS

Emily Bazelon says that slut shaming is ‘retrograde, serving as an opposing
force against all that feminism stands for.
Calling a girl a slut warns her that there's a line: she can be sexual but not too
sexual.’

I remember my first few weeks at university. After making some friends, four of us randomly
decided to chill together one evening with a bottle of Blossom Hill’s finest red wine. Girls being
girls, we spoke about sex and our past sexual experiences: men ‘cumming’ within minutes and the
excuses they made when it happened; discussing the funniest places we had done it, favourite
positions as well as giving and receiving when it comes to oral sex.
The typical stuff. At one point, we went around the table counting the amount of sexual partners
we had all had in the past. Thinking back to it, I don’t remember whose idea it was.
We went round one by one.
The first girl Alex, 19, said two and briefed us on who they were. It was your typical story of the
guy who was her first and then an on and off ex. Followed by Alex was Mya who, also 19, had
been with three guys. I remember her describing one of the guys as one that didn’t count for
various reasons. ‘If it’s just the tip, it doesn’t count!’ she said as we all died of laughter. Then there
was me who had been sexually active with two guys.
I too shared the in’s and the outs of my past, an ex and a rebound. Last up was Natalie, 18, who
had slept with twenty guys. Now, even though this was four years ago, I still remember being
overwhelmed with disbelief. She got a pen and paper out and then wrote their names down, whilst
talking us through some.
I wanted Natalie to be lying. She couldn’t possibly have been with TWENTY men… Been in
contact with TWENTY penises.
I was judging her and I’m sure the other two girls at the table were too. I judged her hard. Though
we had only known each other for such a short amount of time, I wanted her to un-fuck all those
men right there and then.
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